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This article offers a literary analysis of the short stories The Adventures of Alyx, by feminist speculative fiction author Joanna Russ. I argue that Russ uses the literary devices of time travel and different kinds of memory in these stories to destabilise a linear time that is complicit with patriarchal ideologies that seek to dismiss her female protagonist, Alyx, from the male-dominated space of the agora. In destabilising linear time, Alyx is able to gain agency and refuse the harmful masculinist ideologies of her world. It is argued that these stories which were written during feminism’s second wave (c1960-1980) explore a particularly second wave perspective regarding patrilinear time. In order to contextualise these tales, a brief exploration of this perspective is thus undertaken. This article is also an attempt to redress the lack of critical attention that these stories have received to date because, as is contended in the article, they are essential to any consideration of Russ’s early work as they foreshadow the experimentation and sophistication of her later works.   
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In 1973 second wave gynocentric feminist Mary Daly wrote:

The droner’s doomsday clock ticks on. Weaving our own Time/Space on the boundaries of clockocracy, Websters doom these doomers. Denouncing the destroyers, Nags announce the resurgence of female powers. Wild women will to shift the shape of words, worlds. (Daly, 1973: xii)

Daly’s description of masculine, linear time as the ticking of the “doomsday clock” stands as a provocative example of the negative gynocentric attitude to patrilinear time during the second wave (c1960-1980). This position was, however, shared by second wave Liberal and Marxist feminisms which also criticised time as being one more weapon in the arsenal of a “hegemonic patriarchy” to ensure the passivity of “universal woman” (Tong, 1989; Brooks, 1997; Stansell, 2010). Like other second wave feminists, Daly argues that women need to assert a new relationship to space/time that facilitates their acquisition of agency and enables them to have an impact on the agora. In this way “websters”, those who reweave space/time, defy the patriarchal clockocracy that denies women access to public linear time and “shift the shape of worlds”. 

In this article I contend that the second wave project to subvert the authority of patrilinear time can be identified not only in the feminist polemical prose and activism of the time, but also in selected works of fiction, particularly those of the then newly-emerging genre of feminist speculative fiction (Baccolini, 2000; Higgins, 2009). Because speculative fiction (SF) is a genre almost uniquely capable of exploring temporal paradoxes and the instability of “our fixed place” in time, it enables feminist authors to experiment with the subversion of patrilinear time. In this article I undertake the close-reading of such a work of second wave feminist SF: Joanna Russ’s The Adventures of Alyx (collected in 1983). In my literary analysis of these texts I foreground Russ’s use of time travel and the manipulation of various kinds of memories in order to show how she undermines the authority of a patrilinear time and history that purport to “know” and control the story and fate of her female protagonist. My argument is that these stories, published between 1967 and 1970, can therefore be read as Russ’s contribution to the second wave project to “reset the clockocracy”. 

Although some might question my return to second wave perspectives on time, given that current poststructuralist feminist writing on time has gone beyond those (arguably) simplistic propositions (Odih, 1999; Grosz, 2005; Burchill, 2010), I believe that a return to these is necessary in order to contextualise Russ’s Alyx cycle. For those who are familiar with feminist SF, Joanna Russ’s The Adventures of Alyx may also seem a strange choice of text because most readers are more familiar with her better-known works, particularly her revolutionary The Female Man (1975). The Adventures of Alyx have received very little critical attention, a pity given that these stories foreshadow the experimentation of Russ’s later writing. I have chosen to analyse these little-known tales for two reasons. The first of these is Russ’s sophisticated treatment of time throughout the cycle and the second is my desire to stimulate interest in the stories. The fact that they are now out of print is a loss to feminist SF because, as SF author and critic Samuel R. Delaney suggests, Alyx may be one of Russ’s finest creations (2009:59) and as Clute and Nicholls suggest, “the ease with which later writers now use active female protagonists in adventure roles, without having to argue the case, owes much to this example” (1999:1035). 

Briefly, each of the stories is an episode in Alyx’s life and focuses on an act that defies the passive femininity expected of most female protagonists. In the first tale, “Bluestocking”, she rescues a young woman from an arranged marriage. The second story, “At first I was Afeard ‘til she Stroked my Beard”, describes her escape from a loveless marriage (she murders her husband) to join a band of pirates on the open sea. In the third story, “The Barbarian” she is an accomplished assassin and thief who prevents the destruction of the world by a male megalomaniac. In the fourth story, “Picnic on Paradise”, Alyx rescues a group of ill-equipped holiday-makers from a civil war that has erupted in the far-distant future. And in the final tale, “The Second Inquisition”, arguably the most sophisticated of the collection, Russ reflects on the legacy of female defiance that is continued in Alyx’s descendants. 

In order to contextualise this discussion of The Adventures of Alyx, it is necessary to outline the second wave approach to time and then to consider the literary mechanisms that Russ uses to disrupt patrilinear time. What I refer to as the ‘second wave’ is generally accepted as the period of feminist activism and writing beginning in the sixties and ending in the early eighties. (The first wave refers to the suffragette activism at the turn of the twentieth century and the third wave generally describes the postmodern and poststructuralist feminisms that appeared in the eighties and which still influence contemporary feminisms.) The second wave criticism of time takes as its starting point de Beauvoir’s assertion in The Second Sex that western thinking is limited by a polarising binary structure that genders everything either masculine or feminine and subsequently privileges the masculine over the feminine (de Beauvoir, 1953). This concept spurred some second wave feminists to contend that western temporal consciousness is similarly split and that the two resulting temporal modes which dominate western consciousness are gendered as follows: the public linear time of production, the agora and history is gendered masculine and the private, cyclical time of reproduction, domesticity and mysticism is gendered feminine (Daly, 1973; Kristeva, 1979; Johles-Forman and Sowton, 1989; Davies, 1990; Irigaray, 1993). Much of this second wave theory railed against what it identified as the historical conflation of women and women’s experiences with private cyclical time because this, it was argued, had resulted not only in the erasure of women from history and the public arena but in a problematically essentialist view of women’s capabilities (Davies, 1990:17). 

However, in what has become possibly the most well-known article on the subject from the time, French feminist Julia Kristeva argues in “Women’s Time” (1979) that the “atemporality” attributed to women may be useful because it opens a space for the Other to explore différence (195). Kristeva goes so far as to suggest that different generations of feminists can be identified by their prevailing attitudes to time. According to her, first-generation feminists seek to solve gender inequality by demanding women’s insertion into linear time. Second-generation feminists embrace the notion of a separate “women’s time” in an attempt to create a “woman’s culture” that turns its back on men and patrilinear reality. And third-generation feminists seek neither extreme but look towards a dialectical engagement with both positions in order to create an entirely new western temporal economy (ibid, 194). Although Kristeva uses the term “generations” and even allies each with the agendas of first, second and third wave feminism, suggesting a chronological progression, to think of them as such would be an oversimplification. Instead of the term “generation”, one could perhaps substitute the term “approach” given that, as Kristeva suggests, all three generations/approaches may well co-exist in any era. My argument is that these “generations” can be identified in the dominant feminist positions of the second wave. In general, second wave gynocentric feminisms considered feminine time, characterised as cyclical and evocative of “the eternal feminine”, empowering to women because it encouraged the establishment of a separatist “women’s culture” that flouted patriarchal views and authority (Brooks, 1997); this approach is identified by Kristeva as that of the second generation. But Liberal and Marxist feminisms considered women’s relegation to a “feminine time” harmful to their call for women’s inclusion into the public, male-dominated agora because it emphasised a “difference” they found problematically essentialist (Whelehan, 1995:29; Stansell, 2010:149-151; Evans, 1995:14); this approach reflects the views of Kristeva’s first generation. 

Kristeva herself suggests that the approach of the third generation might in fact be the most useful for feminism because it allows for the acknowledgement of gendered difference, of the (female) experience of a feminine temporality that is other to masculine linear time, and it encourages the insights gained from that experience to be incorporated into patrilinear reality, resulting in an authentic probing of western linear masculinist culture. In this way women might be able to defy the patriarchal authority embedded in linear time and assert a female contribution to the agora (Kristeva, 1979:195). In The Adventures of Alyx, Russ appears to adopt the approach of this third generation: she removes her female protagonist, Alyx, from patrilinear time via the enabling devices of time-travel and memory and she suggests that Alyx gains access to an alternative temporal space that is at times gendered feminine. When Alyx returns to patrilinear time empowered by her movement into that alternative space/time, she has acquired the agency necessary to buck the masculine authority of her world which expects her to perform a passive “femininity” that is alien to her.  

While the two devices that Russ uses to facilitate Alyx’s displacement in (linear) time are not new to literature, her deployment of them in The Adventures of Alyx is marked by a specifically feminist agenda. In these tales Russ uses time-travel and memory to destabilise linear time, creating open spaces that enable her protagonist to acquire agency, write her own story and defy the erasure of women from the public arena. A brief introduction to these devices and how they may be used to explore feminist concerns is therefore important to an understanding of Russ’s second wave feminist SF.  

Time travel has become almost synonymous with SF and the importance of hard science to modern time travel SF is difficult to exaggerate. Paul Nahin, himself a physicist, says of time travel in SF that it is only “real” if a credible scientific method is used to transport the traveller. However, there is a small, often overlooked body of SF that deals with female characters who travel unaided through time. Although Nahin dismisses this phenomenon as unworthy of reflection in any study of “real” time travel (Nahin, 1993:9), it is a significant anomaly. Because feminist SF authors may use time to explore different concerns from those of male authors of SF, their methods of chrono-kinesis may not conform to Nahin’s expectations but this is no mistake on their part. Also, while there may be less science in these stories by women, it seems a little precipitate to damn them out of hand when even the most “scientifically accurate” time travel stories by rational men about rational male time travellers must also resort to pseudo-science to facilitate the chrono-kinesis of the traveller. As prolific SF author and scientist Isaac Asimov writes:

The dead give-away that time travel is flatly impossible arises from the well-known ‘paradoxes’ it entails. (…) So complex and hopeless are the paradoxes, (…) so wholesale is the annihilation of any reasonable concept of causality, that the easiest way out of the irrational chaos that results is to suppose that time travel is, and forever will be, impossible. (Asimov, 1984:8)

Therefore, although the physics of time travel is fascinating, in SF time travel remains primarily a facilitating device that encourages critical thinking about our world. And in terms of second wave feminist SF it may not be the science of time travel that particularly interests the authors. In her book Alien to Femininity (1987) Marleen Barr suggests that what sets second wave female time travellers apart from male time travellers is precisely this lack of dependence on technology. She argues that because science has been an arena largely controlled by men and seen as part of the patriarchal domination of the natural world and women, second wave feminist writers may be loath to have their characters depend on too much technology. Fantasy and SF theorist, Brian Attebery too notes that “the master narrative of science has always been told in sexual terms. It represents knowledge, innovation and even perception as masculine; while nature, the passive object of exploration is described as feminine” (Attebery, 2000:134). The fact that Alyx travels through time, but that Russ cares neither to describe nor explain the method of chrono-kinesis thus situates her deployment of the time-travel device firmly within the second wave feminist co-opting of the SF time-travel tale.

Similarly, one can argue that Russ’s use of memory to subvert linear time is also influenced by her second wave context. The second wave criticism of cultural and personal memory/history as recorded by masculinist culture formed a crucial part of the project to assert an alternative women’s truth (Mills, 1989:61). In foregrounding the constructedness of monolithic western patriarchal history into which individual truths and identities had been subsumed, second wave feminisms encouraged openness to the possibility of alternative histories by tapping into memory’s subversive ability to destabilise patrilinear time and history and its ability to bring the personal recollections of women into the public, political arena (Gottner-Abendroth, 1989:167-173), in effect, tapping into memory’s capacity to “shatter hegemonic memory narratives” (Langenohl, 2010:171). What makes the deployment of memory so useful to Russ is thus its intrinsic ability to situate a subject in time, its role in the creation and maintenance of political, public identity, whether individual or collective, and its capacity to destabilise “hegemonic truth” in preference of subjective experience. 

In her deployment of memory Russ also seems to be sensitive to its narrative quality, manipulating this particular facet with great sophistication as she refuses to unify and stabilise the ‘truth’ of Ayx’s own narrative. Saunders writes that “memories are always already textualized. They are by definition ‘after the event’, but also, as representations or narrativizations of the event, they have already begun to turn the event into something else” (2010:323). This is an important observation because it is the mediation that occurs during the process of remembering that affects the subjects’ understanding of themselves and their place in the larger collective narrative at work around them: as Alyx remembers things from her past, she constructs a self that is at odds with the hegemonic narrative controlled by the masculinist cultures of her world and she retains the power to shift that construction at will. Through Alyx, Russ destabilises patriarchal history and its invention of a “unified woman” so criticised by second wave feminisms. One can also argue that the moments when Alyx’s memories intrude into linear time are further examples of “time travel unaided by technology” as they shift her awareness from the now into her past – a past which often contains moments recalled from the future.  

In the Alyx cycle, Russ thus foregrounds the intimate connection between memory, narrative, temporal consciousness and individual agency that is only now being explored by modern psychology, a connection that is succinctly summed up by Jurgen Straub who writes:

Various psychic procedures and functions [such as memory] are narratively structured and connected (…) with stories, [facilitating the navigation of] such fundamental aspects as perception and reception (...) as well as holding for such complex social phenomena as the creation of a sense of time and history [and] the constitution and transformation of the Self. (Straub, 2010:216) 

Interweaving her exploration of narrative, history and memory, and foregrounding her protagonist’s ability to create reality and her Self, Russ thus undermines the misogyny second wave feminisms attributed to patrilinear time. 

Russ’s disruption of patrilinear time begins with the first words of the first short story. The tone of the opening line of “Bluestocking” (1967) introduces the rupture of linear time because “this is the tale of a voyage” recalls the time-that-is-not-a-time of mythopoeic fantasy, suggesting that Alyx’s history belongs to the time of malleable myth and story, not patrilinear history. In foregrounding the voice of the narrator in this way Russ centralises the notion of narrative, of a story remembered and retold by someone. This is significant for two reasons. Firstly, Russ introduces the idea that story and history are both constituted through memory and that “the attainments of memory” are “active constructions”, themselves substantially moulded by “the narrative character of (...) recollection” (Straub, 2010:220); this emphasises the individual context of both narrative and memory, refusing the authority of any “grand narrative” that might otherwise influence our consideration of her protagonist’s story. Secondly, this immediate focus on narrator and narrative foregrounds the importance of cultural memory and what it reveals about society as it is reflected in stories and myths. As Birgit Neumann writes:
Allusions to legends, fairytales, myths, and other stories of dubious historical authenticity suggest that fact and fiction intermingle in cultural memory and that these fictions should thus be treated as cultural documents in their own right as they shed light on what is actually remembered as a culture’s past. (2010:338)

When the narrator opens “Bluestocking” with a creation myth, Russ highlights the constructedness of cultural memory and calls into question “what we know” and “how we know”. This immediate evocation of myth time is also significant because myths reveal information about (perpetual) beginnings. Russ thus suggests that Alyx’s “beginning” is not limited to a point in linear time but something more diffuse that can be explored at any time in her story, appropriate given that Alyx seems to begin anew after the events in each of the stories. Russ implicitly privileges a chronology within which return, rebirth, becoming, beginning anew are the salient temporal experiences of her female protagonist. 

In the opening myth we are told:
It is common knowledge that Woman was created fully a quarter of an hour before Man (...). Indeed, legend has it that the first man, Leh, was fashioned from the sixth finger of the left hand of the first woman, Loh, and that is why women have only five fingers on the left hand. The Lady with whom we concern ourselves in this story had all her six fingers, and what is more, they all worked. (9)

This myth grounds the cultural memory of Alyx’s world and so every detail is significant. It is no mistake that measurable time begins with the creation of man; with him linear time is imposed on reality and we measure back from that moment to find when woman was created. Woman, Russ implies, does not belong to the linear time of man, but to the time before, and when she gives up her sixth finger to man, she takes up her submissive position in man’s time. However, because Alyx has her sixth finger, she does not belong to patrilinear time and may therefore call into question what cultural memory “knows” about women. 

Russ’s subversion of linear time continues as “Bluestocking” unfolds and we are told that Alyx came to Ourdh “In the seventh year before the time of which we speak”; Russ’s irreverent treatment of time is effective here because the readers’ need for linearity is appeased by the specific measurement of “seven years” but we remain ignorant of the exact date of “the time of which we speak”. Alyx remains in Ourdh until she is employed to help a young girl, Edarra, escape an arranged marriage and the narrator tells us Ourdh “saw neither of them again – for a while”. This tongue in cheek aside again undermines the fatalistic heaviness of linear time. Using everyday expressions, Russ destabilises linear time in a casual manner that is likely to slip past the unwary reader and it is this very ordinariness that signals how thorough Alyx’s refusal of patrilinear time is. This continues as she and Edarra leave Ourdh and something intriguing happens: as she is going up the gangplank of the little escape boat, we are told that “Alyx ascended dreaming of snow” (12). This is a short, seemingly unimportant, throw-away comment. However, in “Picnic on Paradise” (published in 1968), Alyx, who has been transported four millennia into the future, exclaims “‘By God! (…) I don’t believe I’ve ever seen snow before”’ (77). This line from a story that has yet to be published (has yet to be written?) therefore creates the first temporal vortex in the stories: Alyx remembers an event that will take place in the future. In one simple statement Russ undoes linear time, revealing that Alyx is already a time traveller and therefore able to defy the limitations of patrilinear time. 

Russ consciously jumbles linear time in Alyx’s history, creating open spaces where the narrative could become chaotic and confusing but does not. Russ scholar Jeanne Cortiel writes of these lacunae in Russ’s writing that “these liberatory spaces in the interstices of patriarchy are the sites where cultural transformation can occur” (Cortiel, 1999:229). In Alyx, Russ refuses the reader the predictability of a character embedded in linear time and forces us to acknowledge Alyx’s ability to surprise us because she is constantly shifting the “truth” of her narrative as she literally and figuratively revisits it, remakes it and becomes a different Alyx each time. Her stories thus enact the “infinite number of possible revolutions and subversions on every level of human interaction” that Cortiel describes and this process is what enables her to assert herself and free Edarra.
At the end of “Bluestocking” the narrator tells us that “Alyx’s eyes had a strange look, like those of Loh, the first woman, who had kept her own counsel at the very moment of creation” (28). This interjection of an image from the mythic past of cultural memory again subverts patrilinear time as well as undermining the linearity of the narrative by doubling the reader back to the opening myth. It is significant that this image also foregrounds the independence of Loh, and thus of Alyx; neither is contained by the patrilinear moment – they keep their own counsel, secreting away what and who they are. In a similar manner, the last line of “Bluestocking”, “But that’s another story”, undermines the linearity of the narrative because it suggests other events, more stories in endless cycles. Because Alyx’s tale is narrated in the manner of oral story-telling, there is a sense that events are remembered in a haphazard, non-linear fashion and this, together with references to myth, the interjection of Alyx’s own memories and the implications of time travel, subvert any authority patrilinear time may seek to impose on her.
The story that follows “Bluestocking”, “I Thought She Was Afeard ‘Til She Stroked My Beard” (1967), strengthens this sense of non-linear time, taking the reader back to before Alyx was/is Alyx. The tale opens: “Many years ago, long before the world got into the state it is in today, young women were supposed to obey their husbands, but nobody knows if they did it or not” (31). Again Russ refuses the reader a date in linear history and defies the authority of linear time with her disregard of the history that tells us women did obey their husbands. That, she suggests, is just another fiction because “nobody knows if they did it or not”. 
Here there is a woman, referred to only as “she” or “woman”, who stands as a general representative of women. Married and subservient to her husband, the banality of her existence drives her to watch him with an “unvarying hatred” (31). Finally she murders him and dives into the ocean to join a group of pirates. Of this Cortiel writes that, “beginning with the stories around Alyx, Russ’s fiction develops androcide as the focused representation of a revolutionary war. Taking the life of a member of the sex that has denied women the capacity to act opens new grounds for female characters in the existing archive of permissible storylines” (Cortiel, 1999:46). Having murdered her husband, the woman thus becomes something Other than what the patriarchal culture of her world expects of her and even though the pirates are coarse and brutal the captain is uneasy because he too senses that he cannot dominate her; he watches her and we are told that, 
When he saw his woman squatting on deck on the balls of her feet, a sliver of wood in her teeth, dealing out the cards to tell fortunes (…) he thought – or thought he saw – or recollected – that goddess who was driven out by the other gods when the world was made and who hangs about on the fringes of things (at crossroads, at the entrance to towns) to throw a little shady trouble into life and set up a few crosscurrents and undercurrents of her own in what ought to be regular and predictable business. (39)

As in the previous story, the girl’s association with female figures recollected from the archive of myth foregrounds the fact that patrilinear culture cannot contain her; she is outside its time. Russ suggests that the goddess and the girl represent the liminal that threatens the established and what they embody/enact is the rupture of linear time, always setting up crosscurrents and undercurrents in “what ought to be regular and predictable business”. 

Because he cannot dominate her the girl finally defies the captain and leaves the pirates. Significantly, in the moment that she defies him, Russ foregrounds the distortion of linear time. We are told that the girl picks up “the sword he had given her, thirty or forty – or was it seventy? – years before” (44); her escape from the domination of men thus coincides with the moment she slips the bonds of linear time. In a characteristically acerbic tone, Russ adds that “the blade had not yet the ironical motto it was to bear some years later: Good Manners Are Not Enough” (44); she implies that “good manners” are a “phallacy” intended to keep women meek and mild. In telling us about the inscription the sword will one day bear, Russ intimates that it plays a part in Alyx’s future. However, the sword appears in none of the Alyx tales that were published later. This detail, like so many others that Russ includes throughout these stories, reflects the sophisticated defiance of patrilinear time and linear narrative, reminding the aware reader that there are truths, histories, stories we do not know, tales which might very well destabilise what we think we know about Alyx. 

In the story which follows “At First I was Afeard”, “The Barbarian” (1968), Russ appeases the reader’s need for linear progression by providing a history recalled for us by Alyx’s new employer, the fat man. On the surface this account seems satisfactory but, when read as part of the Alyx cycle, a number of temporal discrepancies surface. According to Alyx, she sees the fat man for the first time as a child, before she has killed her first husband or come to Ourdh that “first” time. The fat man remembers her from the first time he believes she came to Ourdh as a member of a religious delegation, “some ten years ago”, making Alyx twenty-five at the time. Alyx, however, remembers that trip to Ourdh as happening when she was twenty-three. It is therefore unclear which is the correct first time. Given her travels in time it is also possible that neither of these was her first trip to Ourdh. The fat man also says that Alyx “vanished for a season and reappeared as a fairly rich woman”. Her vanishing could signify the “Picnic on Paradise” (aged twenty-six) episode or that with Edarra (aged thirty) or another story we haven’t been told. Alyx’s history is imprecise because Russ means to subvert the authority of any history recalled or written by men; although the fat man says ‘“I know you”’, we know that this is not the case and can never be the case because each of them remembers a different history.

In the story the fat man betrays Alyx and she pursues him to his “headquarters”, a tall phallic tower standing alone in the middle of the sandy dunes outside Ourdh. When Alyx enters the tower we are told: “What she remembered as choked with stone rubbish (she had used this place for her own purposes a few years back) was bare and neat and clean” (59). This memory, a reminder of another time and another story we do not know, threatens the linear narrative and again asserts the fact that only Alyx knows her full history. This sentence is followed by: “She could see dancing in (the light) the dustmotes that are never absent from this earth, not even from air that has lain quiet within the rock of a wizard’s mansion for uncountable years” (60). If the place has lain quiet for “uncountable years” when is Alyx’s “a few years back”? We can assume that this memory reveals another instance of time travel; what she remembers as being “a few years back” is, for the fat man/wizard and the linear timeline to which he belongs, “uncountable years” ago. Significantly, Alyx’s memories are always authoritative, what she knows of her past is what we believe to be “true”. 

At the end of the tale Alyx smothers the fat man who now claims to be the god who made the world; significantly, she is able to kill him only because she has travelled to the future and knows that his “magic” machines merit neither fear nor awe. This act of androcide reflects her dismissal of patriarchal authority and is the direct consequence of her having travelled in time and seen the vanity and arbitrariness of various patriarchies throughout history. In “Picnic on Paradise” Alyx thinks back and her memories reveal just this: “The stranger pointed his weapon and favoured them with a most unpleasant smile … it occurred to Alyx with a certain relief that she had known him before, that she had known him in two separate millennia and eight languages and that he had been the same fool each time” (130).

In “Picnic on Paradise” (1968), in linear time eight years before “The Barbarian”, Alyx is commissioned by the Trans Temporal Military Authority to guide a group of holidaymakers to safety because the resort planet, Paradise, has become immersed in civil war. “Picnic” explores a world where mechanised, linear time and all it privileges holds sway: women are overtly objectified, technology controls, measures and homogenises everything and Trans Temp’s motto (“People for Every Need!”) reflects the fact that people are commodities. 

When she arrives on Paradise she strips off her clothes as the others have done and they react to the sight of her with nausea and shock:

“None of you has anything on,” said Alyx.                                                                     
“You have on your history,” said the artist, “and we are not used to that, believe me. Not to history...” (72)
Alyx revolts them because her past, her memories are represented physically by the scars on her body. Unlike these people who use plastic surgery, drugs and electronic implants to erase all but the present moment, she is a repository of the living past, present and future. When one of them suggests her stories of the past are meaningless because “it happened so long ago”, she responds:  
“No it’s not. (...) It’s right now. (...) It’s in the next room. I was in that room and now I am in this one. There are people still in that other room. They are living now. They are suffering now. And they always live and suffer because everything keeps on happening.” (128)
This epitomises Russ’s exploration of time and memory: nothing is over and done with because one moves back over the same experiences again and again. Because these people resolutely deny the past and the future, they remain plastic and inhuman in contrast to an almost visceral, living Alyx. Russ seems to suggest that the power to recall the past and the future, to situate oneself in time and accept the responsibility of agency is what makes one fully human. 

During her adventures Alyx defies various patriarchies and finally, angry at Trans Temp’s callous domination of reality, she rebels against them too. This thread is taken up in the final story: “The Second Inquisition” (1970). Although Alyx does not appear in the story, the protagonists are descendants of hers. Set in 1925, the story focuses on the relationship between a “visitor” and the sixteen-year-old daughter of the American family with whom she is staying. The visitor is here to prevent the assassination of the girl by Trans Temp. Significantly, she is often described as spider-like, an image that recalls Daly’s “websters”: she rests “one immensely long, thin elegant hand on [the assassin’s] shoulder like some kind of unwinking spider” (174) and “there were lines on her face that made it look sectioned off, or like a cobweb” (190). Like Alyx, she is a weaver of space-time, defying Trans Temp’s control of her. That this story is accorded a date in our linear chronology and is set in a geographical location that modern readers can recognise is interesting. What Russ suggests here is that the battle Alyx and her descendants are fighting is not removed from the reader’s reality but is of immediate relevance. In bringing the action back into a linear time that we can recognise, Russ positions her Alyx cycle in Kristeva’s third generation: the strength, resourcefulness and independence that Alyx and her descendants have achieved is now brought into patrilinear reality in order to challenge the masculinist system that exists in the here and now.

It is significant that Alyx and her female descendants are at the centre of this rebellion against Trans Temp. In fact, as Pat Wheeler writes:

In much of Russ’s work the tropes of space/time continuums [allow] disparate women, or versions of the same woman to connect. Women of different generations and from parallel universes interact, often in the most personal and intimate ways (...) frequently giving voice to their anger at women’s lack of autonomy or woman’s lack of will to effect change. (Wheeler, 2009:101-102)
 
“The Second Inquisition” thus foregrounds the connection between Alyx and her descendants: the young girl is the visitor’s great-grandmother and Russ says that: “...the [girl] is Alyx’s great granddaughter” (Cortiel, 1999:135). This seems to be another kind of temporal vortex: Alyx and her female descendants represent the past and the future and because all three exist in the same literary present, linear time is undone and Trans Temp’s domination of time is threatened. 

Through the connections she forges between these women, Russ also introduces the potentially subversive idea of genetic memory. Throughout the story, the visitor’s mannerisms clearly mark her as Alyx’s descendant. Her way of speaking echoes Alyx (often curt and dry), as does her ability to shift at a moment’s notice into something enigmatic, dark and vaguely threatening. The girl says of her, “she was in black from head to foot. I thought black, but black was not the word; the word was blackness, dark beyond dark, dark that drained the eyesight” (186). This recalls the darkness and shadow that the narrator associates with Alyx in previous stories. Both women are also hardened fighters. The fourth mannerism that links the visitor to Alyx is her laughter which recalls Cixous’ laugh of the Medusa: a raucous, full-bodied, laugh that is a foretaste of the disorder the female characters are about to inflict on their worlds (Butler, 2009: 150). Each time Alyx breaks into uncontrolled laughter it undermines the authority of the man trying to control her, a trait shared by the visitor. These genetic echoes connect the women through time and suggest a subversive force that may counter the patrilinear notion of women as submissive. 

At the end of the story Russ further blurs the distinction between the characters. The visitor has left 1925 but returns to see the girl one last time, appearing to her in a mirror. Looking into the mirror, the girl sees the visitor and her own reflection melded into one so that female ancestors and descendants co-exist in that moment of reflection:
	
I turned to take one last look at myself in the mirror and (...) for a moment something else moved in the mirror, or I thought it did, something behind me or to one side, something menacing, (...) something heaving slowly like a shadow, leaving perhaps behind it faint silver flakes like the shadow of a shadow. (192)

In that last look at herself, the girl sees and acknowledges her potential for chaos, to be something other than the pretty, “feminine” girl expected by masculinist culture of women. The shadows she sees are both separate from her and part of her own reflection. They recall for us Loh and the goddess Chance and Alyx and the visitor. Russ conflates the identities and the timelines of the women so that what appears is another temporal vortex, centred in the girl herself. As the visitor says, echoing Alyx in “Picnic”, ‘“Nothing ends, you see. Just keeps going on and on”’ (190). This sentiment is also echoed in a letter Russ wrote to Cortiel in which she says: “I wanted the stories to form a sort of closed piece, a klein-bottle thing, with its tail in its mouth” (1999:135); this image is typically associated with the ouroboros, the Cosmic Mother and cyclical time and is therefore a powerful image that evokes the disruption of linear time. In the final moment of the last story, Russ therefore suggests that time/space has been re-woven by these women who henceforth claim the right to contribute to the previously male-dominated agora. 
Throughout my reading of these stories I have foregrounded Russ’s destabilisation of “what is known” in patrilinear history as she focuses the reader’s attention on both the narrator’s and Alyx’s ability to rewrite history. Asserting the authority of her own memories and travelling through time, Alyx distances herself from patrilinear authority and becomes something other than what patriarchal culture expects of women and then she, and her ancestors, bring this female unknown into linear masculinist reality in order to effect change. Given this dialectical engagement with both the second wave gynocentric desire to access an-Other time and the second wave Liberal and Marxist agendas to infiltrate the patrilinear agora, I contend that Russ’s exploration of time in The Adventures of Alyx can therefore be positioned in Kristeva’s “third generation” and that these stories thus constitute a creative contribution to the second wave criticism of patrilinear time. However, like any good SF author, Russ does far more than merely add to feminist polemic. As an SF author, she revises our vision of the past and describes a provocative vision of the future, expanding her readers’ horizons and what they expect of society; like Nietzsche, she understands that, “The voice of the past is always the voice of an oracle; [but] only if you are architects of the future and are familiar with the present will you understand the oracular voice of the past (...) only those who build the future have the right to sit in judgement of the past” (Nietzsche, 1995:130). As a feminist SF author and therefore possessed of an “oracular voice”, Russ builds a future in which female does not necessarily mean passive, feminine or private.
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